Most counting questions in visual question answering (VQA) datasets are simple and require no more than object detection. Here, we study algorithms for complex counting questions that involve relationships between objects, attribute identification, reasoning, and more. To do this, we created TallyQA, the world's largest dataset for open-ended counting. We propose a new algorithm for counting that uses relation networks with region proposals. Our method lets relation networks be efficiently used with high-resolution imagery. It yields stateof-the-art results compared to baseline and recent systems on both TallyQA and the HowMany-QA benchmark.
Introduction
Open-ended counting systems take in a counting question and an image to predict a whole number that answers the question. While object recognition systems now rival humans ), today's best open-ended counting systems perform poorly (Kafle and Kanan 2017b; Chattopadhyay et al. 2017 ). This could be due to an inability to detect the correct objects or due to an inability to reason about them. To address this, we distinguish between simple and complex counting questions (see Fig. 1 ). Simple counting questions only require object detection, e.g., "How many dogs are there?" Complex questions require deeper analysis, e.g., "How many dogs are eating?"
Open-ended counting is a special case of visual question answering (VQA) (Antol et al. 2015; Malinowski and Fritz 2014) , in which the goal is to answer open-ended questions about images. The best VQA systems pose it as a classification problem where the answer is predicted from convolutional visual features and the question (Kafle and Kanan 2017a) . While this succeeds for many question types, it works poorly for counting (Kafle and Kanan 2017b; Chattopadhyay et al. 2017) . Recently, better results were achieved by using region proposals generated by object detection algorithms (Trott, Xiong, and Socher 2018; Zhang, Hare, and Prügel-Bennett 2018) . However, datasets mostly contain simple counting questions, as shown in Table 1 . Due to their rarity, complex questions need to be analyzed separately to determine if a model is capable of answering them. This paper makes three major contributions: 1. We describe TallyQA, the world's largest open-ended counting dataset, which is over 2.5 times bigger than Figure 1 : Counting datasets consist mostly of simple questions (top) that can be answered solely using object detection. We study complex counting questions (bottom) that require more than object detection using our new TallyQA dataset.
VQA2. TallyQA is designed to study both simple questions that require only object detection and complex questions that demand more. It will be made publicly available. 2. We propose the relational counting network (RCN), a new algorithm for counting that infers relationships between objects and background image regions. It is inspired by relation networks, with modifications to handle a dynamic number of image regions and to explicitly incorporate background information.
3. We show that RCN surpasses state-of-the-art methods for open-ended counting on both TallyQA and the HowMany-QA benchmark.
Related Work

VQA Datasets & Counting
Popular VQA datasets contain a significant number of counting questions, e.g., about 7% in COCO-QA (Ren, Kiros, and Zemel 2015) , 10% of VQA1 (Antol et al. 2015) , 10% of VQA2 (Goyal et al. 2017) , and 10% of TDIUC (Kafle and Kanan 2017b) . There are also counting specific VQA datasets. CountQA (Chattopadhyay et al. 2017 ) was created by importing question-answer (QA) pairs from the validation split of VQA1 and COCO-QA. This small dataset has only 2,287 test QA pairs. Recently, HowMany-QA (Trott, Xiong, and Socher 2018) was created by importing QA pairs from Visual Genome and VQA2, and it is considered the gold standard for open-ended counting. As shown in Table 1 , complex questions are scarce in these datasets. Simple questions can be solved using solely an object detection algorithm, so they do not appropriately test a system's ability to answer arbitrary counting questions, including those requiring reasoning or attribute recognition. Our new dataset, TallyQA, is designed to evaluate both simple and complex counting questions, enabling these and other capabilities to be appropriately evaluated. Note that we have limited our discussion to natural language VQA systems which pose different challenges compared to VQA on synthetic datasets, which are often designed for specific purposes (Johnson et al. 2017; Kafle et al. 2018; ).
Algorithms for Open-Ended Counting
Open-ended counting systems take as input a "How many ...?" question and an image and then output a count. This is a VQA sub-problem. For counting, there are two general approaches. The first involves inferring the count directly in an end-toend framework operating on high-level CNN features. The second approach is to detect object bounding boxes or region proposals, and then aggregate question relevant bounding boxes. While there are many direct methods, over the past year region-based schemes for open-ended counting have been studied.
Direct Methods. State-of-the-art VQA systems train a classifier to predict the answer from the image and question. Typically, image features are encoded using a CNN that was pre-trained on ImageNet, and questions are encoded using a recurrent neural network (RNN). Many innovations involve different ways of combining image and question features (Lu et al. 2016; Fukui et al. 2016; Ben-younes et al. 2017; Kafle and Kanan 2016) , modular networks (Andreas et al. 2016) , data-augmentation (Kafle, Yousefhussien, and Kanan 2017) among many others. Direct methods perform poorly at counting for real-world image datasets. In Kafle and Kanan (2017b) , three stateof-the-art VQA algorithms were compared to baselines on TDIUC's counting questions. The best performing method, MCB, achieved 51% accuracy, which was only 6% better VQA2 TDIUC HowMany-QA TallyQA (Us) We hypothesize that the inability of VQA algorithms to count is due to the way their architectures are designed. These systems operate on image embeddings computed using a CNN. Mean pooling and weighted mean pooling (attention) operations may destroy information that can be used to determine how many objects of a particular type are present.
Counting Specific Systems. While counting has long been studied for specific computer vision problems (Zhang et al. 2015; Dalal and Triggs 2005; Wang and Wang 2011; Ryan et al. 2009; Ren and Zemel 2017) , only recently has open-ended counting in natural scenes been studied. Chattopadhyay et al. (2017) studied open-ended counting in typical scenes, and they evaluated three counting-specific methods: DETECT, GLANCE, and SUBITIZE. DETECT is built on top of an object detection algorithm, which was Fast R-CNN (Girshick 2015) in their implementation. DETECT works by finding the first noun in a question and then matching it to the closest category the detection algorithm has been trained for (e.g., COCO objects). GLANCE uses a shallow multi-layer perceptron (MLP) to regress for specific object counts from a CNN embedding, with the appropriate output unit chosen based on the first noun. SUBITIZE involves breaking the image into a grid, extracting image embeddings from each grid location, aggregating information across grids using an RNN, and then predicting the count for every class in the dataset. Although none of these methods are capable of handling complex questions, all of them outperformed MCB, which was a state-of-the-art VQA model.
Recently, Trott, Xiong, and Socher (2018) and Zhang, Hare, and Prügel-Bennett (2018) both created algorithms for open-ended counting in natural scenes that are built on top of object proposals generated by an object detection algorithm trained on Visual Genome. Trott et al. created the ILRC algorithm, which redefines counting as a sequential object selection problem. ILRC uses reinforcement learning to select the objects that need to be counted based on the question. Zhang et al. created a method that uses object detection and then constructs a graph of all detected objects based on how they overlap. Edges in the graph are removed based on several heuristics to ensure that duplicated objects are only counted once. Both Trott et al. and Zhang et al. operate on region proposals and loosely based on the idea of filtering out irrelevant boxes based on the question, i.e. selecting a subset of question relevant region proposals. However, successfully determining which boxes should be counted for a given question often requires comparing it with other object proposals (required for duplicate detection, comparative and positional reasoning, etc.), and the background (for modeling context, finding relative size, etc.). Since neither of these algorithms performs any relational or comparative reasoning between the boxes, they may have an impaired ability to answer complex questions. Here, our RCN model applies relational reasoning to object-object and object-background pairs, giving it a more robust capability to answer complex and relational questions. Indeed, our experiments show that RCN outperforms other models on complex questions.
The TallyQA Dataset
Complex counting questions are rare in existing datasets. This prompted us to create TallyQA. TallyQA's test set is split into two parts: Test-Simple for simple counting questions and Test-Complex for complex counting questions. We gathered new complex questions using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), and imported both simple and complex questions from other datasets. Table 1 shows the total number of questions in TallyQA compared to others, and it has over twice as many complex questions. The number of questions in the train and test sets by source is given in Table 2 . Fig. 4 shows example images and questions. Test-Simple and Test-Complex contain images from only Visual Genome, and Train has images from COCO and Visual Genome.
Collecting New Complex Questions
To gather new complex questions, we developed targeted AMT tasks that yielded 19,500 complex questions for 17,545 unique images. These tasks were designed to fight the biases in earlier datasets, where simple counting questions were predominantly asked (Kafle and Kanan 2017a ). TallyQA's images are drawn from both COCO and Visual Genome, which provides more variety than COCO alone. About 800 unique annotators provided QA pairs. For all tasks, annotators were not allowed to submit obviously simple questions, e.g., "How many x?" and "How many x in the photo?" We manually
Split
Questions Images checked AMT questions to ensure they were complex, and we removed poor quality questions. We endeavored to ensure non-zero complex questions were difficult, e.g., "How many men are wearing glasses?" is not difficult if all of the men in the image are wearing glasses. To do this, annotators were told to ask questions in which there were counter examples, e.g., to ask "How many men are wearing glasses?" only if it had an answer greater than zero, and the contrary question "How many men are not wearing glasses?" had an answer greater than zero.
We created a separate task to generate hard complex questions with zero as the answer. Annotators were asked to make questions about objects with attributes not observed in the image, e.g., asking the question "How many dogs have spots?" when there was a dog without spots in the image. Similar examples were shown to annotators before annotation.
Importing Questions from Other Datasets
TallyQA also contains questions imported from VQA2 and Visual Genome. A similar approach was used to create HowMany-QA (Trott, Xiong, and Socher 2018) and TDIUC (Kafle and Kanan 2017b) . We imported all questions beginning with the phrase "How many..." with answers that were whole numbers between 0-15. Following Kafle and Kanan (2017b) , for VQA2, we required that 5 of the 10 annotators give the same answer. Although these questions were generated by humans, as seen in Table 1 , most are simple.
We also imported synthetic counting questions from TDIUC (Kafle and Kanan 2017b) . These questions were generated for COCO images using its semantic annotations. The creators used a variety of templates to introduce variation in the questions and used heuristics to avoid answer ambiguity. All template generated questions from TDIUC are simple. In addition to templates, we used their method for making "absurd" questions to create both simple and complex zero count questions. To do this, we first find the objects absent from an image based on its COCO annotations. Then, we randomly sample the counting questions from the rest of the dataset that ask about counting these objects.
Classifying Simple and Complex Questions
The Test-Complex dataset was made using only new, human vetted complex questions from AMT. Because simple questions are common in existing datasets like VQA2, we used imported questions to make Test-Simple. To do this, we developed a classifier to determine if a question was simple.
Our simple-complex classifier is made from a set of linguistic rules. First, any substrings such as "...in the photo?" or "...in the image?" were removed from the question. Then, we used SpaCy to do part of speech tagging on the remaining substring. It was classified as simple if it had only one noun, no adverbs, and no adjectives, otherwise it was deemed complex. This will classify questions such as "How many dogs?" as simple and "How many brown dogs?" as complex.
Every question classified as simple by our rules will be correct (i.e., the false positive rate is zero), making it suitable for creating Test-Simple, but it may sometimes classify simple questions as complex (i.e., the false negative rate is non-zero). For example, the question "How many men are wearing red hats to the left of the tree?" would be classified as complex by our classifier. However, if there was only a single person in the image then it is not truly a complex question, despite the apparent complexity. These kinds of questions are rare and our simple-complex classifier works robustly, but it is possible that it will underestimate the number of simple questions and overestimate the number of complex when used to characterize a dataset. For this reason, we only use human-vetted questions in TallyQA's Test-Complex set.
Dataset Splits & Statistics
TallyQA is split into one training split (Train) and two test splits: Test-Simple and Test-Complex. Using our simplecomplex classifier, Train was found to have 188,439 simple and 60,879 complex questions. The number of questions in each split is given in Table 2 . The test splits are comprised exclusively of Visual Genome imagery, and no images in the test splits are used in training.
A New Framework for Complex Counting
Our RCN model, depicted in Fig. 3 , is formulated as a modified relation network (RN) (Santoro et al. 2017 ) that can reason about the nature of relationships between image regions. RCN uses the question Q to guide its processing of a list of n foreground region proposals, O = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o n }, and m background regions, B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m }, with o i ∈ R K and b j ∈ R K . Formally, our RCN model is the combination of two RN sub-networks, i.e.,
where ⊕ denotes concatenation, RN (O, O) represents the RN that infers the relationship between foreground regions, RN (O, B) represents the RN responsible for inferring the relationship between each foreground and background region, and h γ is a neural network with parameters γ that predicts the final count. The RN for predicting the relationship between foreground proposals in the context of question Q is given by
where f φ1 and g θ1 are neural networks with parameters φ 1 and θ 1 , respectively, that each output a vector, and the vector s ij encodes spatial information about the i-th and j-th proposals. Like the original RN model, the sum is computed over all n 2 pairwise combinations. Similarly, the RN for predicting the relationship of each proposal to the background is given by,
where f φ2 and g θ2 are neural networks with parameters φ 2 and θ 2 , respectively, that output vectors. RCN has two major innovations over the original RN approach. The original RN used raw CNN feature map indices as regions. This worked well for CLEVR, but this approach works poorly for real-world VQA datasets that require processing at higher resolutions (e.g., VQA2). RCN overcomes this problem by using region proposals. As input, the original RN model used the d 2 elements in a d × d convolutional feature map, which were each tagged with their spatial coordinates. This means it computed d 4 pairwise relationships. For recent direct VQA methods, a CNN feature map is typically 14 × 14, meaning that 38,416 comparisons would be needed per counting query. In contrast, RCN's proposal generator produces only 31.12 foreground regions and 16 background patches per image, so only 31.12 2 + (31.12 × 16) = 1466 comparisons are made, on average. By using proposals, RCN reduces the number of comparisons by a factor of 26 and scales to real-world imagery, whereas the original RN model used lower resolution imagery and was only evaluated on CLEVR (Johnson et al. 2017), a synthetic dataset that has simple geometric shapes and a plain background.
RCN's second innovation is the explicit incorporation of the background. For queries such as "How many dogs are laying in the grass?" it is necessary to consider background entities (stuff) that are ignored by object detection systems. RCN uses m image background patches, and computes the relationships of each region with each background patch, enabling the background to be studied with relatively few comparisons. In contrast, the original RN model did not explicitly deal with the background, but it was likely unnecessary due to the simple scenes in CLEVR. Explicitly modeling Figure 3 : Our RCN model computes the relationship between foreground regions as well as the relationships between the these regions and the background to efficiently answer complex counting questions. In this example, the system needs to look at the relationship of each giraffe to each other and with the water (background). the background can help answer complex counting questions, which often involve attributes of background objects or relationships between objects and background entities.
Internally, RCN uses the spatial relationship between regions o i and o j to help predict the count. Using s ij is critical to ensuring each object is counted only once during prediction, and it enables RCN to learn to do non-maximal suppression to cope with overlapping proposals. The spatial relationship vector is given by
where i and j encode the spatial information of each proposal individually, A i and A j are the area of proposals, ξ ij is the dot product between each proposal's CNN features to model how visually similar they are, and IoU ij is the intersection over union between the two proposals. The vector i = , where (x min , x max ) and (y min , y max ) represent the top-left and bottom-right corners of proposal i, and W and H are the width and height of the image, respectively.
Training & Implementation Details
The question Q is embedded using a one layer GRU that takes as input pre-trained 300-dimensional Glove vectors for each word in the question (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) and outputs a vector of 1024 dimension. The GRU used in all models are regularized using a dropout of 0.3.
For foreground proposals, we use the boxes and CNN features produced by Faster R-CNN with ResNet-101 as its backbone. The Faster R-CNN model is trained to predict boxes in Visual Genome, which contain a wide variety of objects and attributes. This approach for generating proposals was pioneered by Anderson et al. (2018) , and has since been used by multiple VQA systems.
For the background patches, we extract ResNet-152 features from the entire image before the last pooling layer and then apply average pooling over these features to reduce them to a 4 × 4 grid. Each of these 2048-dimensional vectors represents a 112 × 112 pixel background region. In RCN, g θ has three hidden layers and g φ has one hidden layer, which each consist of 1024 rectified linear units (ReLUs). The outputs of these networks are then concatenated and passed to h γ , which has one hidden layer with 1024 units and ReLU activation. The softmax output layer treats counting as a classification task, and it is optimized using cross-entropy loss. RCN is trained using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 7e −4 and a batch size of 64 samples.
Experiments
In this section, we describe a series of experiments to evaluate the efficacy of multiple algorithms on both simple and Table 3 : Performance breakdown on TallyQA and Howmany-QA datasets using accuracy (%) and RMSE.
complex counting questions.
Models Evaluated
We compare RCN against two state-of-the-art models specifically for open-ended counting: Zhang, Hare, and Prügel-Bennett (2018) and IRLC (Trott, Xiong, and Socher 2018) . We also compare against MUTAN (Ben-younes et al. 2017), one of best direct VQA methods. Lastly, we compare RCN to six baseline counting models: 1. Guess-1: Answer 1 for all questions. The main difference is that we use the more recent YOLOv2 (Redmon and Farhadi 2017) method instead of Fast R-CNN. DETECT extracts the first noun from the question. It then finds the most semantically similar category that YOLOv2 was trained on to that noun based on word similarity, and then it outputs the total number of YOLOv2 boxes produced for that category. MUTAN, I-Only, and Q+I use ResNet-152 features. Q-Only, I-Only, Q+I, MUTAN, Zhang et al. , and RCN all use crossentropy loss and treat counting as a classification problem. Before evaluation, the output of all models was rounded to the nearest whole number and constrained to be within the range of values in the datasets.
Results
Results for all methods on HowMany-QA and both of TallyQA's test sets are given in Table 3 . Following earlier work (Chattopadhyay et al. 2017; Trott, Xiong, and Socher 2018; Zhang, Hare, and Prügel-Bennett 2018) , we compute both accuracy and RMSE. RMSE captures that larger errors should be penalized more heavily. Consistent with our claim that complex questions require more than detection, DETECT is the worst performer on Test-Complex. DETECT performs better on Test-Simple, but there is still a large gap between it and RCN.
To study the importance of the object-background model, we ran RCN without the RN (O, B) component. As seen in Fig. 5c ), RCN can infer an object's relative position to other objects. Since RCN is based on region proposals, it struggles when proposals do not align with question relevant objects (Fig. 5i) . 
Performance Without Location Features
To assess the impact of using the spatial location information of each proposal, we conducted an experiment in which we removed the location features s ij given to RCN. For HowMany-QA, removing location caused a 5.4% decrease in accuracy (absolute). For TallyQA, it caused a decrease of 2.8% accuracy (absolute) for Test-Simple and 2.4% accuracy (absolute) for Test-Complex.
Comparison with the Original RN
The original RN model uses raw CNN feature maps, rather than region proposals. Running the original RN model on HowMany-QA, it achieved 3.46 RMSE and about 20% less accuracy than RCN. RCN likely achieves better performance due to its improved architecture and due to using region proposals.
Visualizing RCN
To visualize RCN's inference process, we modified Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al. 2017) . Grad-CAM is a technique that, for a given prediction, generates a coarse heat map based on the gradient flow in the final convolutional layers. To adapt Grad-CAM to RCN, it is necessary to derive scores for each proposal. To do this, we first find the pairwise objectbackground score score(o i , b j ) using the gradient obtained at layer g θ2 . We then assign a score to each proposal using score(o i ) = max i,j score(o i , b j ). Scores for all proposals are then scaled from 0 to 1 and visualized on the original image. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .
Discussion
RCN achieved state-of-the-art results across all of the datasets, even outperforming Zhang et al., which is the best published result on VQA2's counting questions, and IRLC, which was the previous best result on HowMany-QA. The same regions and visual features were used across RCN, Zhang et al. , and IRLC, so the difference in performance is not due to using superior visual features, which is a frequent confound in many works. Our experiments showcased that there is a large performance gap between the ability for models to answer simple and complex questions. This gap Figure 5: Modified Grad-CAM visualizations show where RNC is looking to make predictions. The importance of each object proposals is proportional to the color intensity of the bounding boxes.
was especially large for RCN and the Zhang et al. method. A likely reason is that more data is required for complex questions to handle the full range of attributes and relations. We found that region based methods, such as RCN, IRLC, and the Zhang et al. model have better results compared to direct methods, e.g., MUTAN (Ben-younes et al. 2017 ). However, all of these region based models, including ours, are not based on actual nameable objects but object proposals, which range from 10-100 in number for each image and can consist of many non-object regions and overlapping boxes. Intelligently pruning/refining of these proposals may improve performance of these systems. We tried simple non-maximal suppression to prune out the overlapping boxes for RCN, but it did not improve performance. We believe this to be due to the relational capacities of RCN which can learn to ignore duplicate or similar boxes based on the features and positions of the boxes more intelligently than off-the-shelf non-maximal suppression.
Conclusions
In this paper, we distinguished between simple and complex open-ended counting questions in VQA, where simple questions could be correctly answered using object detection alone. To do this, we created TallyQA, the world's largest dataset for open-ended counting using VQA, which will be made publicly available. We also described the RCN framework and showed that it can effectively answer both simple and complex counting questions compared to baseline models and state-of-the-art approaches for open-ended counting. RCN combines region proposals with relationship networks, enabling them to be efficiently used with high-resolution imagery. We found that RCN worked especially well compared to others on complex questions. Our work better defines the issues with open-ended counting, and sets the stage for future work on this problem.
